
Keywords t&summarize this cluster of ideas: 
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Encourage stewardship across 

the community. Council can 

encourage local action on 

looking.after the local 

environment, which could 

include education on unsuitable 

plants in landscaping. Should 

consider a person dedicated to 

supporting local action 

Encourage people to join local 

dune care groups including the 

one at the Marine Discovery 

Centre 

Louncil needs to be fIexjjj 
listen to local group needs 

rather than directing groups 

(support rather than create). In 
Val's words "don't treat us like 
staff" 

Any gaps? 	 Any concerns? 

In 2020, it would be good if... 

In 2020, it would be great if... 
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Keywords to summarize this cluster of ideas: 

Ability to Plant more indigenTjj 
Plants at roundabout and 

to green streets 
May need to 

Work on Iifetjme costs vs 
dolomite & 

appropriate 
species lists 

We could more actively 

encourage and increase the use 

of local provenance p\ants \n 
\arwlscaping \n both Counrj 
Plantings and 

Within private 
gardens (ie creating a formal 
garden setting Using local 
Plants) 

Line all streets with a same 
species of native tree (different 
plant for each street) - drought 

tolerant 

I \ 
Establish native 

M6111tor@V 
along RTLP 

We could establish formal 
local provenance plantings 

areas allowing for seed stock 
to grow 

plant roundabouts out with 
- native vegetation 

Plantings of hardy varieties on 

roundabouts - would love a 

planting roundabout cnr of Dale 
and Harvey St East 

Plant more native grasses and 

trees and bushes in the sand 

dunes of Charles Sturt 

Any gaps? 
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In 2020, it would be good if... 

In 2020, it would be great if... 



Keywords to summarize this buster of ideas: 	
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'L Vt 
(Councils stop chemlisprayinjJ 
on verges 

Don't Spray chemicags on verges 
or on Windy days 

Stop pestic~ideuse 

opportunities to improve weed 
control around Council area 

- 

investigate use of steam rather 

than glyphosate; weeding via 

hand rather than truck driving 

around with generic spray 

Review weed control by Council 
to become best practice 

- using 
non-chemical means; and 

communication with 

community about when, what, 
why is occurring in relation to 

weed control 

appropriate weed control in 

biodiversity areas such as how 

to use glyphosate and/or 

mowing appropriately 

Pest weeds locations are kept 

on register and new breakout 

issues are usually identified via 

customer calling Council to 

inform 

Starting to trial steam for weed 
control oisonous sprays should not be 

sold, old fashioned measures 

used instead 

Any gaps? 
	

Any concerns? 
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In 2020, it would be good if... 

In 2020, it would be great if... 



Keywords to summarize this cluster of ideas: 
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Old tyres On7eachher 
to grow eg strawberries in 

For tree fined stree ts:  
treesfoev't Plan w/shop Mar12] 

More fruit trees or areas 

council can plant for residents 
to access 

Remove eucalyptus trees and 

grovv, fruit trees all around. Euc 

trees suck most water from soil 

Fruit trees on verges 

Fruit trees for street trees  

Veggie patch on the verge 

Plant fruit trees on the street 

verges for the community to 

share 

HMore parks and fruit 

an strips 

strips 

ggies  

uit trees in streets for locals 

to look after & swap 

Plant fruit trees in the park 

'• DFASHER' 
Create pilot / 	 Project  
on how to develop successful 

in public reserves" 
projects 

Plant fruit trees on the roadside 

Encourage more veggies 

growing on the verge 

Encourage local planting of 

food crops on verges and 

gardens though need to do 
carefully and working with local 

communities 

Let us plant veggies on the 
verge 

Allow / promote community 

verge development 

Apygaps 
	

Any concerns? 
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Keywords to summarize this cluster of ideas: 
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Weedy verges and 
Planting/ 

mulching them to reduce 

mowing and aesthetic 'Ssues 

Have streamlined verge 

mowing and street sweeping 

which has improved efficiency 

and removed cost - will 
continue  

rresidents to maintain 

Councils need to maintain the 
nature strip to make the areas 

look tidy - hence a pleasant 

area to live and reduce fire risk 
in the area 

Councils should reward 
ratepayer s 

 for looking after the 

council verge - encourage more 
Planting 

- 	4. 
	 Th• ry:. 

Any gaps? 
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In 2020, it would be good if... 

In 2020, it would be great if... 



We could create policies ana 

plans on how and when open 

space is converted to native 

plants, whether formal or 

informal landscaping. 

Need policies on using iocai 

provenance plants or sterile 

hybrids to avoid cross-

hybridisation 

U~44 
51~1  r Keywords to summarize this cluster 6f ideas: 

Council needs policies on using 
local provenance in new 

constructions, especially along 
coastal areas (ex Point Malcolm 

reserve re-work initially planted 
non-local plants which needed 

to be ripped out and replaced) 

Expand Council use of local 

provenance plants - ie set local 

provenance as first option 

rather than opting for similar 

looking but foreign plants (eg a 

local plant looks and acts 

similar to an english box plant 

for borders; a local provenance 

pig-face rather than one from 

East coast) 

Any gaps? 
	

Any concerns? 

In 2020, it would be good if... 

In 2020, it would be great if... 










